X2™ WI-FI CAPABLE IRRIGATION CONTROLLER

The X2 controller continues the legacy set by the popular X-Core™ with the same set of reliable and highly efficient capabilities, but brings irrigation management into the next generation by providing the option to add advanced water-saving features using Hunter’s industry-leading wireless Hydrawise® technology.

With X2, you can keep the familiar dial-based programming style offered by X-Core. If you choose to upgrade to cloud-based Hydrawise management, programming is familiar, fast, and easy thanks to a helpful setup wizard using a smartphone or desktop device. Hydrawise maximises water savings by automatically adjusting irrigation schedules based on local weather measurements sourced from the internet.

X2 ensures healthy, green landscapes to make site management more convenient and profitable in routine installations. You can quickly set irrigation schedules and manage an unlimited number of controllers with real-time controller status updates via Hydrawise software.

**01 Connected:** Add the WAND module to connect to Hydrawise software for rapid programing and online irrigation management

**02 Adaptable:** Up to 14 stations with 3 programs and 4 start times each, with a 6-hour run time in offline mode

**03 Efficient:** Cycle and Soak, Seasonal Adjust, Virtual Solar Sync™, and predictive weather adjustments with the WAND Wi-Fi module

---

**Speed up maintenance**

Control X2 remotely with ROAM (300 m) or ROAM XL (3 km).

**Add a rain sensor to save water and money**

To prevent water waste, built-in Quick Response™ technology instantly shuts down irrigation as soon as it starts raining.

[Learn more. Visit hunterindustries.com for more detailed information.]
X2 FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS

X2 Key Benefits

- 4-, 6-, 8-, or 14-station fixed controller
- Wi-Fi capable managed by Hydrawise software
- Backlit display provides optimal visibility in any setting
- 3 flexible programs with 4 start times each with run times up to 6 hours
- QuickCheck™ provides simple diagnostics of faulty field wiring
- Hide Programs option displays one program and one start time for simplification
- Suspend irrigation for up to 99 days during the off-season
- Short-circuit protection detects wiring faults and skips the station without system damage
- Easy Retrieve™ memory backs up the full irrigation schedule
- Delay Between Stations for slow-closing valves or pump recharge
- Cycle and Soak prevents water waste and runoff in areas with elevation changes or tight soils
- Seasonal adjustment for quicker schedule adjustments without changing run times
- Warranty period: 2 years

WAND Wi-Fi Module Key Benefits

- Provides online irrigation management with controller status and faulty wiring alerts
- Standard ABC programming with 3 programs and 6 start times, and run times up to 24 hours
- Predictive Watering™ provides precise weather adjustments for maximum water savings
- Compatibility with Amazon Alexa™ and Control4® home automation
- Warranty period: 2 years

Model

X2
Plastic IP44
Height: 23 cm
Width: 19 cm
Depth: 10 cm

WAND Wi-Fi Module
Height: 2 cm
Width: 5 cm
Depth: 5 cm

X2

Model | Description
--- | ---
X2-400 | 4-station controller, 120V internal transformer and American plug with plastic cabinet
X2-600 | 6-station controller, 120V internal transformer and American plug with plastic cabinet
X2-800 | 8-station controller, 120V internal transformer and American plug with plastic cabinet
X2-1400 | 14-station controller, 120V internal transformer and American plug with plastic cabinet
X2-401-E | 4-station controller, 230V internal transformer and European plug with plastic cabinet
X2-601-E | 6-station controller, 230V internal transformer and European plug with plastic cabinet
X2-801-E | 8-station controller, 230V internal transformer and European plug with plastic cabinet
X2-1401-E | 14-station controller, 230V internal transformer and European plug with plastic cabinet
X2-401-A | 4-station controller, 230V internal transformer and Australian plug with plastic cabinet
X2-601-A | 6-station controller, 230V internal transformer and Australian plug with plastic cabinet
X2-801-A | 8-station controller, 230V internal transformer and Australian plug with plastic cabinet
X2-1401-A | 14-station controller, 230V internal transformer and Australian plug with plastic cabinet
WAND | Wi-Fi module for Hydrawise irrigation management software

Amazon Alexa is a trademark of Amazon.com Inc. or its affiliates. Control4 is a registered trademark of Control4 Corporation in the United States and/or other countries.